
TYSON

003284 - Bacon Pieces Fully Cooked
Tyson Fully Cooked Bacon Pieces are a great way to add versatility across your menu, from toppings for sandwiches and salads to pizzas and
more. This product is cured and fully cooked for a hearty flavor and cooked-from-raw appearance without adding prep time. At Tyson Foods, our
legacy has been built by listening to our customers' needs and finding new opportunities to cultivate a customer-first culture. From small towns
to big cities, we strive to ignite new possibilities in all of our customers' lives and businesses.
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Includes two 5 pound packs.

Cured with water, salt, sugar,
sodium phosphate, sodium
erythorbate, sodium nitrite. May
contain smoke flavoring.

Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

TYSON Tyson Foods, Inc. Pork

MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

10453690928 003284 00023700606921 2 2 / 1 / cs

Gross Weight Net Weight Catch Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

11.16lb 10lb No USA No No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

17.88in 11.38in 4.13in 0.49ft3 8x8 365DAYS -10°F / 10°F

Frozen

Serve this product atop a bowl of
chopped lettuce, avocado, sliced
chicken, and hard boiled eggs for a
delicious cobb salad lunch option.

Not Applicable
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